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Wake Shapes Behind Wings 
in Close Formation Flight Near the Ground 

Cheolheui Han 
Kyungwon Tech, Yatap-Dong, Bundang-Gu, KyungKt-Do 463-827, Korea 

Leesang Cho, Jinsoo Cho* 
Department Mechamcat Engineering, Hanyang Umverslty, 

Seoul 133- 791, Korea 

The unsteady evolution of traahng vortex sheets behind wings m close formation flight near 

the ground is simulated using a discrete vortex method The ground effect is Included by an 

image method The method is vahdated by comparing computed results with other numerical 

results. For a hftlng hne with an elhptlc loading, the ground has an effect of movmg wmgtip 

vomces laterally outward and suppressing the development of vortex evolution The gap 

between wings in close formation fhght has an effect of moving up wmgtlp vortices facing each 

other For  wings flying m parallel, the ground effect causes the wmgup vortices facing each other 

to move up, and it makes the opposite wing tip vortices to move laterally outward When there 

is a relative height between the wings in ground effect, r ight-hand side wingtlp vortices from a 

mothershlp move laterally inward. 
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N o m e n c l a t u r e  
bn Nondlmensionahzed half-span of the 

hitchhiker aircraft by the half-span of the 

hitchhiker aircraft, (I) 

bM Half-span of the mothershlp dlwded by 

the half-span of the hitchhiker aircraft 

C(_P, t) Point on a lifting hne m the complex 

plane 

C'(_P ~ t)" Point on an image lifting line an the 

complex plane 

dt  ' Time step 

c/y . D l ~ n ~  b ~ w ~ n  ttI~ me~h~hJp  ~nd tt~ 

hitchhiker divided by the half-span of the 

hitchhiker aircraft 

dz  Relative height between the mothershlp 
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and the hitchhiker divided by the half- 

span of the hitchhiker aircraft 

h Ground height, d~stance from a mother- 

ship to the ground 

N Number of  point vomces 

9' D~stanee between the positron of a vortex 

core and a point in space 

rc Vortex core tadms 

reo ' Inmal vortex core radms 

Re . Vortex Reynolds number 

rj, Distance from the i TM point to the jth point 

t , Eletpa~d rime, ~ 

T ' Total elapsed time, sec 

u Induced velocity in downstream direetmn 

( u, , ~ Induced velocity at a wake vortex j on 

the mothershEp aircraft from other vortices 

on the image mothershlp aircraft 

(u, v~ ,~ Ma induced velocity at a wake vortex j on 

the mothershIp aircraft by vortices on the 

image hitchhiker aircraft 

(u, v~,~n~ lnduced velocity at a wake vortex ] on 

the hitchhiker aircraft by vortices from the 
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mlage mothershlp aircraft 

(u,  v) ~h Induced velo(aty at a wake vortex.7 on 

the hitchhiker aircraft by other vomces on 

the linage hitchhiker aircraft 

(u, v ) f  M Induced veloc,ty at a wake vortex j on 

the mothershlp a~rcraft from other vortices 

on the mothersh~p aircraft 

(u, v)~H �9 Induced velocity at a wake vortex ] on 

the mothershlp aircraft by vortices on the 

hitchhiker aircraft 
( / g ,  /) H M ,  ) ,  Induced velocity at a wake vortex . /on 

the hitchhiker mrcraft by vomces from the 

mothershlp aircraft 
( b / ,  r ) ~ Induced velocity at a wake vortex Y on 

the hitchhiker aircraft by other voltmes on 

the hitchhiker aircraft 

v Induced velocity m spanwlse direction 

w Induced velocity m vemcal  direction 

W Complex velocity potential 

x Downstreamwlse distance from a wing's 

tJ admg edge 

y Spanw~se distance from a wing's mid sec- 

tmn 

z Distance m vertical direction 

z Complex conjugate of z m the complex 

plane 

Greek 

8 Smoothing factor 

8t Tame step 

7 Vortex sheet strength 

[ '  Circulation of a hftmg line at the point 

where the induced velocity is calculated 

/3, C~rculatmn of a vortex at the jth point 

_P* Ctrculatmn of a constant strength vortex 

sheet element on a hftmg line 

F0 Maximum circulation 

F0 g " Maximum clrculatmn on the mothershlp 

for an elhpt~c load dJsmbutmn 

~ u  Maximum c~rculatlon on the h~tchh~ker for 

an elhpt~c load d~smbutmn 

At~ Growth age 

r Pseudo time 

Abbreviations 

A O A Angle of Attack 

AR Aspect Ratio 

IGE in Ground Effect 

OGE. Out of Ground Effect 

1. Introduction 

Recently, there has been great interest in engi- 

neering research respired by mimicking nature 

(referred to as blomtmetlcs) The behavior of  

migratory birds has led to the study on achieving 

similar enhanced performance from multiple air- 

craft flying in formation Many military missions 

revolve formahon flight (Maglll et a l ,  2003) Its 

primary purpose is for defense during its entire 

fl~ght However, today's situations require reduc- 

tion in fuel consumption an order to increase 

range and to reduce operational costs The Im- 

portant challenge m the study of formatmn flight 

~s how to evaluate the aerodynamic interference 

between the aircraft m the formatmn While the 

increase m hft and drag reductmn enhances the 

aerodynamic performance, additional yawing and 

rolhng moments reduce asymmetrical aerodyna- 

mic characteristics Compound Aircraft Trans- 

port (CAT) fhght involves wmgtlp-docked or 

close-formatmn flight to utdtze the mutual aero- 

dynamic mteractmn benefits Wangup-docked 

fhght has the effect of  increasing the total span of 

the aircraft system (Maglll et a l ,  2003) 

Most of  the research an this area has been 

focused on analytical modeling based on poten- 

tim flow theory Very few expeNmental data are 

shown in the pubhshed literature Blake (2000) 

used a Vortex-Lattme Method (VLM) to calcu- 

late the aerodynamic characteristics of a large 

number of vehicles in close formatmn flight He 

assumed that the wakes behind the aircraft were 

flat and parallel to the velocity vector of  the air- 

craft. Wake reduced effects were mvesugated by 

changing taterat and vertical positions of the mo- 

thershlp and the hitchhiker Blake and Glngras 

(2001) performed a wind tunnel test of two delta 

wings flying m close proximity They also cal- 

culated the aerodynamic charactenstms of those 

wings using the VLM They showed that the dis- 
crepancy between the measured data and the 

predicted results were mamly due to the incorrect 

representatlon of  the wake shapes behind wings m 

close formatmn flight 
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Frazier and Gopalarathnam (2003) determined 

the optimal downwash distribution m the Trefftz 

plane using the calculus-o?varlataon approach of 

Jones (1950) The VLM is used to determine the 

optimum lift distributions while sansfylng the 

constraints on the desired hit and desired zero 

ro[hng moment on each wing Venkataramanan 

et al (2003) developed a new techmque for the 

traIhng vortex effect modeling and incorporated 

~t in a six-degree of freedom analysis of close 

formation They included the effect of wake vor- 

tex decay in the model. The different geometrical 

dlmensmn between the mothersh~p and the hitch- 

h~ker was also Included. Many of these inves- 

ugatmns assumed a flat wake shape 

In most of the published hterature, not much 

has been known on the wake roll-up behavior 

behind wings in close formatmn flight near the 

ground Recently, Wang and Mook (2003) cal- 

culated the aerodynamic eharacterisncs of for- 

inatlon fl~ght of two rectangular wings using an 

unsteady vortex lattice method The calculated 

wake shapes represent a possible wake-wake in- 

teraction m close formation flight. Han and Cho 

(2004a) developed a d~screte vortex method 

(DVM) that can be used for the mmulatmn of 

wxngtlp vortices behind an elhptlc loading or a 

fuselage/flap-wing configuratmn Han and Cho 

(2004b) extended the method to the case of wings 

m close formatmn flight 

In this paper, the unsteady wake vortex evolu- 

tion ~s investigated for wings in close formatmn 

flight near the ground The discrete vortex method 

developed by Han and Cho (2004a and 2004b) as 

extended to the case of formation flight systems tn 

ground effect Load distributions along the hfting 

wings in formation flight are represented w~th 

point vortices with finite clrculatmn The trailing 

wakes from each wing are s~mulated by using the 

point vortices that deform freely with the as- 

sumption of a force-free position 

2. Discrete  Vortex Method 

The rol l-up of a wake behind a fimte span 

wing ~s a three-dimensional phenomenon For a 

high aspect ratio (AR>3)  wing that is at suffi- 

clently low incidences (A.O A < 5  degrees), the 

unsteady evolution of the wake vomces from 

the trailing edge is similar to the t~me-dependent 

self-induced deformation of an infinitely long 

vortex sheet The vortex-sheet approach that is 

used here is appropriate at very high Reynolds 

numbers, since the wake vomces are then con- 

fined to a very thin region and the viscous effects 

are neghglble outside of this region 

We follow the formulation of the roll-up of 

a vortex sheet as given by Blrkhoff (1962). Con- 

s~der a free vortex sheet which at nine t < 0  is 

stretched along the y -ax i s ,  the hnes of constant 

vortlclty are perpendicular to the (y, z) plane 

The vortex sheet behind the hftmg surface is 

represented as a curve c(F, t) =y (F, t) +iz(I', 
t) m the complex plane The circulation _P Is 

a Lagrang~an parameter along the curve The 

evolunon equation for the vortex sheet is 

02 dW 
at dc  ( t ) 

where the left-hand side is the Lagranglan veloc- 

Ety of a sheet fluid particle and the right-hand 

side is the Eulenan complex velocity field Equa- 

tion (!) represents the convection of a fluid 

pamele at the local fired velocity For a vortex 

sheet wlth fimte width, the complex velocity at an 

arbitrary point on the sheet is 

dW 1 dF* (2) 
dc - 2 m f  c(F, t)-c(F*, t) 

This lntegro-dlfferennal equation ytelds the 

tlme dependent velocity The vortex sheet is re- 

presented as a series of strmght-hne segments 

(Fig 1) Each segment is assumed to have a con- 

stant-strength vortex This constant-strength vor- 

tex element is replaced by a single vortex with the 

same voracity On each hne segment, a point 

vortex is located at the 3/4 point In the case of a 

hftlng hne with elliptic loading, the circulation of 

the tralhng horseshoe vortices IS 

dF(y) / 2y \2\-m dy=ffoy(1-[--~ -) ) dy(3)  C ( y ) -  dy 
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z 
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P o i n t  V o r t e x  
4 

F i g .  1 

Y 

Discrete vortex representation of a lifting line 

wifl: elliptic loading 

Since the complex number is a plane vector, 

the velocity components that are induced at the 

point (3% z~) by a point vortex of strength Gi 

located at (y,, &) is 

G; ( & -  &) G, (y~-  yi) (4) 
V 2 a*:] e, , w = �9 27rrje, �9 

where r,; is the distance fi'om an i u' point where 

the point vortex is located, to the jr" point in 

space where the induced velocity is calculated. 

The induced velocity at the point (Ya, zj) from 

every vortex can be written as 

�9 u (Z, e,') iY~--Y,') --.~ 6",.,--,/ [ (5) 
rji 

However, a real vortex is not a concentrated 

singularity of infinite vorficity. Ling et a1+(1986) 

proposed a model that is based on the solution 

for the actual velocity that is induced by a vortex 

in a viscous fluid. The core radius r~. is approxi- 

mately equal to the radial distance of the point 

where the maximum vdocity is induced. This is 

expressed 

.,/A~ (6) rc=r~o+3.17 V" R~ 

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. 

(6) provides an estimate for the growth in the 

core r~,dius of the vortex+ The vortex Reynolds 

number is related to the time scale over which the 

laminar diffusion processes in the vortex core 

region becomes turbulent (Majda and Bertozzi, 

2002). In the present work, an infinite Reynolds 

number is assumed+ The velocity within the core 

(v,) is 

Outside the core region, the induced velocity 

is assumed to be that of a free vortex of strength 

P. This vortex core mode[ is strictly valid only 

for a single viscous vortex in an unbounded in- 

compressible Ilow (Leishman, 2000). Vortex me- 

thods therefore use several smoothing schemes 

to remove the infinite energy that results from 

the point-vortex d~scretization of the equations. 

Krasny (1987) avoids the singularity in the in- 

duced velocity of a point vortex through a smoo- 

thing factor, c~. The Eq. (5) can then be written as 

follows 

C , & / ( z ,  z,) .~ (3,~-y,) 7) (s) 

For a wing with an elliptic loading, the circu- 

lation distribution along the spanwise direction is 

as follows. 

V(y)=(l-y=)@ , [yl<t,  t=0 (9> 

Thus, the strength of the vortex sheet has alge- 

braic singularities at y = •  On the horizontal 

axis z--0,  the sheet's velocity becomes infinite 

as y + I from above and as y + l from below. 

It is commonly known that the two ends of the 

vortex sheet roHuup into counter-rotating spirals. 

The non-uniqueness of the solutions to this initi- 

al-value problem has not yet been rigorously 

proven. However, the rolling-up of the vortex 

sheet is known as the physically reasonable solu- 

tion (Krasny, 1987). 

To enforce the no penetration condition at 

the ground, an image method is used. Since the 

wake is force-fiec, the evolution of each vortex 

is investigated by tracing the point vortices in 

pseudo-time r a n d  by moving the wake at the 

local flow velocity. The local flow velocity is the 

aggregate of the velocity components induced by 

all the vortices. To determine the roll-up of the 

wake at each time, the induced velocity (at, v)s 

at each vortex wake point j is calculated, and 

then the vor~cx elements are moved using an 

Euler convection scheme. 

For a point vortex in the mothership, 

b'e: /7.-~ 1--cxp [ 1.25643 ( r ~ ) ] ~  (7) 2~rrt +[<v, u.,))'~+ (v, w)Y~]dt 
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And, for a point vortex in the hitchhiker, 

(/',y, Az)ja--[(v,  w ) ~ + ( v ,  w ) ~ d t  (11) 
+ [ ( v .  w)f"+(v ,  w)Yh~dt 

There are three different regions in the aircraft 

wake. In the near field (several wing chords), the 

wake vortices are generated and the boundary 
layer is wrapped around the concentrated vortical 

structures. In the extended near field (several 

wing spans), the wake roll-up is completed. The 

merger process takes place, and the dynamics are 

essentially convective and weakly unsteady, In the 

far field, a single counter-rotating vortex pair 

begins to be influenced by the external turbulence, 

and vortex decay mechanisms starts (Majda and 
Bertozzi, 2002). The present method is an inviscid 

method, and the vortex merging or vortex decay is 

not applied to the present calculation. Thus, in 

this paper, inviscid wake shapes in the near and 

extended near field wake will be addressed. 

3 R e s u l t s  and  D i s c u s s i o n  

The nomenclature for two wings in formation 
flight is shown in Fig. 2. The leading aircraft is 

called a mothership, and the following one is a 

hitchhiker. In this paper, only the case of close 

formation flight between the mother ship and the 

hitchhiker is investigated. 
Modeling the wake behind a complex configu- 

ration is important because of the possible ill 

effects of the wake on the control surfaces. Figure 3 

shows the simulated wake roll-up behavior for a 

uLi � 9  

Fig. 2 

U ~  

O .~qT~ tly 

X ) M o t 2  Hitctdtiker 

Hitct~hiker 

Z TMolhershi p ~ dz 

O 

Y 

Y 
1- 

Nomenclature for wings in dose formation 
flight 

fuselage and part span flap configuration out of  

ground effect. In Fig.3, the present method is 

validated by comparing wake shape behind a 

lifting line with an elliptic loading with the pub- 

lished result of  Krasny (1987). The smoothing 

factor has an effect of  filtering the grid-scale 

noise and its choice for numerical simulation is 
usually based on machine precision. In this case, 

the smoothing factor is set to 0.05 [the same as 

Krasny's]. It can be deduced from Fig. 3 that 

the present results are in good agreement with 

Krasny (1987). 

0,30 

0.00 
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P r e s e n t  M e t h o d  
K r a s n y  

/ 

w / 

? 

0.25 0,50 0,75 1.00 
Y 

Fig. 3 Comparison of the present method to the 
result of Krasny (1987) 

In Fig, 4, the ground effect on the unsteady 

evolution of the wake vortices is shown for a 

lifting line with elliptic loading. In the figure, the 

ground is when z = 0 .  As the lifting line moves 

closer to the ground, the wingtip vortex has a 
reduced core size with its position moving later- 

ally more outward. Because the desingularized 

point vortices are confined and coalesced into a 

small region, the total circulation decreases as the 
vortices evolve. 

Figure 5 shows the movement of wingtip vor- 
tices when both the mothership and hitchhiker 
aircraft are flying close to each other. Their cir- 
culation strengths and spans are assumed to be 
equal. As the two wings are moving close to each 

other (dy=0.2 ,  0,5, 1.0), the wingtip vortices 
generated at the wingtips facing each other move 
up. The two opposite wingtip vortices maintain 
their positions essentially unaffected by the other 

aircraft. It is well known that the positions of 

Copyright (C) 2005 NuriMedia Co., Ltd. 
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wingtip vortices behind aircraft are the function 

of wing loading, distance between vortices, and 

environmental  factor such as turbulence. If the 

] 

- - B - - T 2 .  

x 0 5  

r,) 

U 1 2 �9 
Y 

h=0.5 

:~ I~S - - e - -  w 2  

(] 

Y 2 

h--0.2 

.--,: o.3 1 

li l ~ 3 V 

F i g .  4 

h = 0 . 1  

Ground effect on the unsteady evolution of 

lhe vortex sheets (N=200, 6t 0.01) 

2,0 
Z / ' ,  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  .-,,, posilion of tile wingtips 

1,5 7 >dr ot: tbe hitchhiker 
A 0.1 

' .0  .r=2b, '('!'; ~i' ~ : (')/.~ �9 ''~'r 
( . ; '  '3 

0.5 0.5 �9 O.5 
Z ,, 1.5 

�9 ,. ;!:.:~:..,:.~ .... -,,~=~ . o 

-(1.5 i .,~, ; 

- 1.0 ":,',, �9 �9 

o:o 21o ' 4b  
Y 

Fig. 5 Effect of gap on the positions of the x~ingtlp 
vortices behind elliptlcally loaded wings in 
close formation flight, when two wings ha,,e 

the same wing loadings (~M=/'0u= 1.0, bM = 
1.0, de=0~0, dr N=400,  OGE) 
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w i n g  loadings of aircrafts are equal and the efl'ecl 

of environment  is ueglected, then the positions of 

vortices fiom those wings are the function of 

distance between the aircraft. 

Figure 6 again shows the movement of wingtip 

vortices when both molhershii~ and hitchhiker 

aircraft are in ground effect, in this case, the 

wingtip vortices generated at the wingtips facing 

each other moves more upward while the two 

opposite wingtip vortices mainta in  their positions 

unaffected by the other aircraft. 

Figure 7 shows the ground effect on the wake 

shapes behind both the mothership and the hitch- 

hiker. The ground height (h) is defined as a 

N I 

0 

- i  
-Z  

F i g .  6 

h : O . 2  
F.r o l  fhc wil~,glip,, '.','hcl'~ ,~=0 

d z = O , O  
�9 0.2"1 
�9 0 .5 [  d y  

T=4 s e c  ( ~ - 4 b f )  
t I I I I , I  I ,  

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 
Y 

Effect of gap on the positions of the wingtip 

vortices behind elliptic wings in close iorma- 

tion flight (/~v=_P~C--l. and bu==~bn-2.0, 

d z -O .O,  dt--O.01, N=400,  IGE) 

N 

F i g ,  7 

position of the wingfips T=4 sec. (r=.4b,) 

whm~ x----4) dy= 1.0 

�9 0 2  7 d z = 0 . 0  

�9 / h 
�9 OJ 

�9 , ;Z) ;/-'b h= 1.0 ,- ,  b ' ,  ', '-,,' ' , - - ,  
tit: �9 ,; ~ .t' ', - , , : , ,~ "irg"~y,~t',"~'~z~, ',.% ,h=[].) 

h = 0 . 2  

2 0 2 4 
Y 

Ground effect on the positions of the wingtip 
vortices behind elliptic wings in close forma 
tion flight (Fd ~r Fo ~ 1. and b M = b , = 2 . 0 ,  

d,e-O.O, d t -O.0 t ,  N=400)  
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distance from a mothership to the ground. For a 

fixed value of  gap ( d y - l . 0 )  and relative height 

(d z - -O .O) ,  the ground effect has an effect of  both 

moving those wingtip vortices facing each other 

upward and two opposite wingtip vortices later- 

ally outward. 
Figures 8 and 9 show the ground effect on the 

wake shapes behind both the mothership and the 

hitchhiker. When there is the ground effect, the 

evolution of wingtip vortices is limited by the 

ground. Thus, the wingtip vortices are moving 

nut laterally (See Fig.4). When the relative height 

between the wings is small, the vortices from a 

wing induce the upward velocities to the wingtip 

vortices from the other wing. The magnitude of 

the induced velocity is proportional to [ /? .  The 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

-0,5 

-],0 

-].5 

2 

b4 

1 

dy=t}.2 
Q 0.2-1 ..~ T=4 eec. (x=4b n) 
�9 0 .5 t  dz ~ -, ; ,~ '~ 

,- "i .o  " ] 

" a ~ 5  / 

-l.o o:o 13' zlo '%o" 
Y 

(a) OGE (h=oo) 

0,2 ill 0.5qdz 
l l.OJ 

T=4 see. (x=4b n) 

dy=0.2 / , ~  ,,j-~x 

t , .OT~i..  ,: r ~  
%]~,. ) j  " ~ .  % , 

. . . . . . . . . . . .  ';'03 
-2' . . . . . . . . .  -1 0 i �89 ; ~1 

Y 
(b) IGE (h=0.2) 

Fig. g Ground effect on the positions of the win& 
tip vortices when the relative height between 
the wings in close formation flight is chang- 
ed ( ~ u = ~ u = l ,  and b~s=bH=2,0, dy=0.2, 
dt=O.Ol," N=400) 
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wingtip vortices facing each other induce larger 

velocities than the two opposite wingtip vortices 

(See Fig.5). It can be deduced from Fig,8 and 

Fig, 9 that the position of wingtip vortices from 

the wings in formation flight near the ground is a 

function of both the relative distance between the 

wings and the ground height. Figure 9(a) shows 

the ground effect on the change of the position 

of wingtip vortices behind the mothership. The 

wingtip vortices from a wing both in and out of 

ground effect move upward in the vertical direc- 

tion. However, the wingtip vortices from a wing 

in ground effect move laterally inward whereas 

those from a wing out of ground effect move 

outward, Figure 9(b) also shows the ground 

effect on the change of the position of wingtip 

vortices behind the hitchhiker. In this case, both 

wingtip vortices from the left-hand side of those 

N 0 

-1 

~ z=1.0 

i~Zs  dz--0'5 

dz:, .0 
- ..:~. %,.e2.) ) : 

~l~ ~ �9 : av---u.z 

"dl . : . ,  .. : " " .'.'." 

-2 - 1 0 1 
Y 

(a) Mothership 

0.2 
1.5 ......... 0 .5qdz  

1.0 ---J 

. . . ' % . . ' - .  

0.5 dz ~',~ . . . . . . .  

0 ) . 5 : : ~  

-0.5 I+0~/ 

-I ~ ' ~ ~  dy=0.2 

_1,50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3.5 4 4,5 
Y 

(b) Hitchhiker 

Fig. 9 Reproduced figures from Fig. 8 to show 
wingtip vortex movements of the mothership 
and the hitchhiker, respectively 
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wings m and out of ground effect move upward m 

the vemcal direction and outward m the lateral 

d~rectmn The wmgtlp vortices from the right- 

hand side of the wing m ground effect move 

laterally outward, whereas those vortices from the 

right-hand side of the wing out of ground effect 
remain unaffected from other wlngtlp vortices, 

5. Conclusions 

A study of the wake shape behind wings m 
close formation neai the ground was done using 

a discrete vortex method The gap between the 

wings has an effect of moving up the wake vor- 

Uces behind wmgnps facing each other. For the 

wings flying in parallel, the ground effect causes 

the wmgt~p vomces facing each other to move up, 

and it makes the opposite wing tip vortices to 

move laterally outward When there is a relatwe 

height between the wings in ground effect, the 

Hght hand side wlngtlp vortices from the mother- 

ship move laterally reward 
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